The optimization of many engineering systems is challenged by the solution over-fit to the data set used to evaluate potential solutions during the evolutionary process. The solution over-fit phenomenon is hard to detect and is especially prevalent in problems involving example-based training, such as pattern feature selection and pattern classifier design. For these applications, uncontrolled over-fit can lead to biased features being extracted and degraded classifier generalization abilities. This paper details the performance of a solution over-fit control strategy used in the multiobjective evolutionary optimization of a multileveled classification system. This control, embedded within a solution validation procedure, minimizes the over-fit effects without modifying the dominance relation used in the processing of candidate solutions. Extensive experimental analysis using multiobjective genetic and memetic algorithms demonstrates both the need and the efficiency of the proposed over-fit control for pattern classification systems optimization.
Introduction
Classification system optimization using evolutionary algorithms is a trend observed in the literature. 19, 28 A population-based approach is preferable to traditional single solution methods because of its robustness and its ability to avoid local optimal solutions. The Pareto-based approach used by multiobjective optimization algorithms allows the discovery of multiple tradeoffs between objective functions. Such algorithms apply a dominance relation, which states that a solution x is better than another solution y only if x is no worse than y in all objective functions, and x is better than y in at least one objective function. If this relation is not verified, then both solutions are said to be nondominant to each other. The goal of multiobjective optimization is to find the best set of nondominated solutions, the Pareto front.
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From a pattern recognition perspective, modeling the pattern classification systems design as a multiobjective evolutionary optimization problem is most interesting because these systems are usually circumscribed by two competing factorssystem complexity and classification accuracy while using a wrapper approach to evaluate classifier accuracy. In this context, the ultimate goal is to obtain the highest possible recognition rate while keeping the overall system complexity as low as possible. However, solution over-fit occurs when classification systems are optimized using a wrapper approach. The optimization process becomes a learning process, searching for solutions based on the wrapped classifier accuracy on the optimization data set. Again, solutions found at the end of the optimization process might be over-fitted to the optimization data. This effect occurs even when a validation procedure is used to train the wrapped classifier. Reunanen et al. demonstrated solution over-fit when comparing sequential and floating feature subset selection algorithms. 27 Loughrey and Cunningham discussed an early stopping approach to remove over-fit from solutions optimized by genetic algorithms in Ref. 22 and simulated annealing in Ref. 23 . Llorà et al. used, in Ref. 21 , an approach to analyze the optimized Pareto front generated by a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) to remove over-fit. A similar approach was also used by Mansilla et al. in Ref. 2 . Thus, evolutionary algorithms cannot, on its own, alleviate the solution over-fit problem. A similar problem is solved during example-based classifier training, and the same approach can be used to optimize a classification system using a wrapper approach. In a typical classifier training procedure, there are a number of training iterations where classifier parameters are adjusted based on the current accuracy obtained from the classification of the training data set. Normally, the classifier improves its accuracy at each training iteration. However, after a certain iteration, the classifier will start to memorize the training data instead of producing a more general model of the data. At this point, the classifier is said to be over-fitted to its training data set. Thus, the classifier training problem is to determine the termination iteration at which the training procedure stops. This can be achieved through a validation procedure by using a validation data set. At each training iteration, the classifier parameters are adjusted as usual, but its accuracy is evaluated on the validation data set. The termination iteration is determined as the last iteration during which the classifier improved its accuracy on the validation data set.
Example-based optimization of classification systems will transpose the same issue to the optimization process. Thus, a strategy to control solution over-fit to the optimization data set (data used during optimization) is necessary, in order to select solutions possessing good generalization power. Figure 1 shows a set of solutions explored by a Pareto-based MOGA. Each point represents a classifier with its accuracy (error rate) and complexity -feature vector cardinality, expressed in zones of interest. Figure 1(a) is the objective function space associated with the optimization data set, while Fig. 1(b) shows the performance of the same classifiers applied to data not present in the optimization set. As can be seen, classifier P 2 is the solution with the smallest error rate on the Pareto front, but it does not generalize as well as P 1 as shown in Fig. 1(b) . A common technique used to overcome this type of over-fit following the optimization process is to validate the solutions on the Pareto front with yet another data set. 1, 8, 25 Fig. 1 . Also, MOMA uses an order preserving strategy to keep solutions as D 2 in Fig. 1 . This strategy uses an auxiliary archive, keeping the best n solutions for each o 1 value.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the classification system optimization approach used to demonstrate the candidate solution over-fit and to verify the proposed over-fit control strategy. The over-fit control strategy is presented in Sec. 3, whereas the experimental protocol used to asses the over-fit control strategy is detailed in Sec. 4. Section 5 presents and compares the results attained. The final section presents the conclusions, followed by an appendix detailing the statistical tests performed to compare results.
Pattern Classification Systems Optimization
Classification systems are based on classifiers that are responsible for classifying observations for information post-processing. Optimization of these systems can be divided into three specific tasks. The first is Intelligent Feature Extraction (IFE), 30 which extracts feature sets for single classifiers. For higher accuracy, the feature sets obtained with IFE can be reduced through feature subset selection (FSS).
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The feature sets can also be used to create an ensemble of classifiers (EoC). 
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The classification system is modeled by two different leveled processes as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In both processes, the first level uses the IFE to obtain the feature vector set RS IFE [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The feature vectors in RS IFE are used to train classifiers that are further processed on the next level where the complexity of the best single classifier SI may be reduced through feature subset selection [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Finally, the trained classifiers may be considered for aggregation to form an EoC depending on the intended application [ Fig. 2(c) ].
Intelligent feature extraction
Human experts are traditionally responsible for choosing the feature vector used in classification systems. This vector is most often determined using domain knowledge and domain context on a trial-and-error basis. Intelligent Feature Extraction (IFE) uses the domain knowledge and domain context in an approach formulated as a multiobjective optimization problem to obtain a set of feature vectors.
IFE models patterns as features extracted from specific foci of attention on images (Fig. 3 ). This is a strategy known to provide better recognition results than the extraction of features from the whole image. 20 Two operators are used to generate feature vectors with IFE: a zoning operator to define foci of attention over images, and a feature extraction operator to apply transformations in zones. The choice of transformations for the feature extraction operator constitutes the domain knowledge introduced by the human expert. To obtain feature vectors for specific pattern recognition problems, the domain context is introduced in the form of actual observations in the optimization data set used to evaluate and compare solutions. Hence, IFE optimizes the zoning operator. The IFE operators are combined to generate a feature vector such as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The zoning operator defines the zoning strategy Z = {z 1 , . . . , z n }, where In IFE, candidate solutions are evaluated with respect to two objective functions, classification accuracy and dimensionality. If the dimensionality is too high, the classifier tends to memorize the training set, an effect called the curse of dimensionality. Classification processing time is also related to feature dimensionality: the more features associated with the abstraction representation, the longer it takes to classify unknown observations. Hence, the wrapped classifier needs to be computationally efficient and reasonably accurate to prototype IFE solutions. Kimura et al. discussed in Ref. 13 the projection distance (PD) classifier. Based on hyper planes to model classes, the PD classifier fairly quickly trains and classifies observations. Therefore, the PD classifier was chosen for the wrapper approach used to evaluate IFE feature vectors.
Feature subset selection
Feature subset selection (FSS) is aimed at optimizing the classification process, thereby eliminating irrelevant features from the original feature set in order to create a smaller, yet accurate, abstract representation. Due to the curse of dimensionality, which favors smaller feature sets, FSS may also improve classification accuracy by eliminating irrelevant features. The FSS problem is defined as finding a good feature subset regarding some objective function. In this work, the objective functions will minimize classification error and feature vector cardinality. Kudo 
Ensemble of classifiers optimization
A recent trend in machine learning has been to combine several learners to improve their overall performance. 6 Thus, classifiers can be combined to improve the classification stage in PR systems. An EoC is typically created by running a learning algorithm several times to create a set of classifiers, which are then combined by an aggregation function. One approach to create such classifier set is to manipulate the feature set used to train classifiers, which can be performed through feature subset selection, as in Ref. 19 , or through transformations on the feature set, as in the random subspace approach. 10 The key issue in this process is to generate a set of diverse and fairly accurate classifiers for combination. 
Solution Over-Fit Control Strategy
Similar to the validation process in classifier training, solution over-fit control needs to be performed at each generation. To illustrate this assertion, consider the case where NSGA-II is used to optimize the previously discussed classification system. Figure 4 shows all candidate solutions generated by the NSGA-II algorithm at some generation. Figure 4 (a) is the objective function space used during the optimization process, and Fig. 4(b) is the objective function space used for validation. Points are candidate solutions in the current generation (MLP EoCs). Circles represent solutions in the current Pareto front, and diamonds the current Pareto front obtained in validation. The first observation is that, through the generations, nondominated solutions are not always the best after validation. The second observation is that solutions with good generalization power are eliminated by genetic selection, which emphasizes solutions with good performance on the optimization data set (memorization). Hence, the most appropriate approach is to validate candidate solutions in all generations during the optimization process with a selection data set. Performing over-fit control at each generation is hereafter referred to as the global control strategy.
Validating solutions in all generations requires an auxiliary archive with which to store good validated solutions. An algorithmic template for MOGAs using global control is detailed in Algorithm 1, which requires a disjoint selection data set and an auxiliary archive S to store the validated approximation set. A MOGA evolves the population P t during mg generations. At each generation, the population P t+1 is validated and the auxiliary archive S is updated with solutions that have good generalization power. Like the validation strategy used when training classifiers, the validation stage provides no feedback to the MOGA. At the end of the optimization process, the best candidate solutions are stored in S. To preserve a choice of trade-offs, solutions are inserted and removed from S according to the optimization algorithm used. For a Pareto-based MOGA such as NSGA-II, nondominated solutions in validation are inserted into S, and dominated solutions are removed if necessary. For MOMA, solutions are inserted according to the decision frontier concept and the maximum number of solutions allowed per cardinality value in the original archive.
Experimental Protocol
The test procedures indicated in Fig. 5 are performed to verify the impact of overfit on the previously discussed classification system optimization approach. They are performed with both NSGA-II and MOMA for comparison purposes. First, the IFE problem is solved to obtain the feature vector set RS IFE (the auxiliary archive S). For NSGA-II, S is a Pareto front, while for MOMA, RS IFE is a set of max S l fronts. These sets are used to train the classifier sets K PD and K MLP using the PD and MLP classifiers. For a single classifier system, the most accurate classifiers SI PD ∈ K PD and SI MLP ∈ K MLP are selected. EoCs are then created with K PD and K MLP , producing the ensembles SE PD and SE MLP . To further compare NSGA-II and MOMA, an EoC is created with NSGA-II using the feature vector set RS IFE optimized by MOMA, producing the ensembles SE PD and SE MLP . These tests are performed 30 times for meaningful statistical analysis. Then, the FSS approach further refines the classifier SI MLP using both NSGA-II and MOMA. Because of the processing time required for the feature subset selection experiments (1 to 3 days), this specific test is limited to a single run.
Algorithm 1.
Template for a MOGA with over-fit control. The population P t+1 is validated with the selection data set, and the solutions possessing good generalization power are kept in the auxiliary archive S. In order to avoid over-fitting solutions to the selection data set, no feedback is provided to the optimization process from the control strategy. Fig. 5 . Experimental overview. The classification system optimization approach is tested in two stages. IFE and the EoC problems are solved 30 times for statistical analysis. Experimentation on FSS is performed once, due to the processing time required. The PD classifier is tested only during the first stage, whereas the MLP classifier is tested in both.
Result
To demonstrate solution over-fit, the experiments are analyzed in three situations. First, no control strategy is used and solutions are selected based only on the optimization data set accuracy. Next, candidate solutions are validated in the last generation with the selection data set. Finally, solutions are validated in all generations with the global control strategy with the selection data set. The three approaches are compared to demonstrate which produces the best results. The disjoint data sets in Table 1 are used in the experiments, which are isolated handwritten digits extracted from NIST-SD19. MLP hidden nodes are optimized as feature set cardinality fractions in the set f = {0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6}. MLP classifier training is performed with the training data set, while the PD classifier is trained with the smaller training data set, to implement a computationally efficient wrapper approach for the IFE. The remaining data sets are used with both classifiers. The validation data set is used to adjust the classifier parameters (MLP hidden nodes and PD hyper planes). The wrapper approach is performed with the optimization data set, and the selection data set is used to validate candidate solutions (global control and control at the last generation). Solutions are compared with test a and test b , data sets unknown to the resulting solutions. It is known that test b is more difficult to classify than test a , 9 hence the robustness of the resulting solutions are tested on two different levels of classification complexity. The parameters used with MOMA are the following: crossover probability is set to p c = 80%, and mutation is set to p m = 1/L, where L is the length of the mutated binary string. 7 The maximum number of generations is set to mg = 1000
for all experiments, and the local search will look for n = 1 neighbors during NI = 3 iterations, with deviation a = 0%. Each slot in the archive S is allowed to store max S l = 5 solutions. These parameters were determined empirically. The same parameters (p c = 80%, p m = 1/L and mg = 1000) are used for NSGA-II. Population size depends on the optimization problem. To optimize the zoning operator, the population size is m = 64, while to optimize FSS, we use m = 100 to keep processing time reasonable. For EoC optimization, m = 166 is used when using the feature vector set RS IFE optimized by MOMA, and m = 32 for RS IFE optimized by NSGA-II. Individual initialization is performed in two steps for both optimization algorithms. The first step creates one individual for each possible cardinality value. For IFE and FSS optimization, one individual associated with each possible number of zones is added, while for EoC optimization, one individual is added for each possible EoC cardinality. The second step completes the population with individuals initialized with a Bernoulli distribution.
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Experiments are conducted on a Beowulf cluster with 25 nodes using Athlon XP 2500+ processors with 1GB of RAM. The optimization algorithms were implemented using LAM MPI v6.5 in a simple master-slave distributed computing topology. PD votes and MLP outputs calculation were performed once in parallel and results were stored in files to be loaded into memory for the EoC optimization process.
Experimental Results
The first experiments optimize the IFE and EoC problems in 30 replications. For each run, the most accurate solution is selected according to the control strategy used. Figures 6 and 7 detail the error rate dispersion obtained in these experiments for the PD and MLP classifiers respectively. Mean values for these experiments are detailed in Tables 2 and 3 . In both tables, C indicates the control strategy used (N for no control, LG for control at the last generation and G for global control). Z indicates the solution zone number, |S| the solution cardinality in features or aggregated classifiers, and e a and e b the error rates in the test a and test b data sets. The baseline solution, taken from Ref. 25 , is included in both tables for reference purposes.
In terms of control strategy, the results indicate an order relation between the approaches tested. Using no control is worse than using control at the last generation, which in turn is worse than using the global control strategy. Mean error rate values in Tables 2 and 3 are lower with the global control strategy, which is also observed in Figs. 6 and 7. While valid for the general case, in three specific situations the differences among control strategies are not significant. Using MOMA with IFE produces the same results with control at the last generation or the global control. The same is observed when creating MLP EoCs with MOMA. Finally, creating EoCs with NSGA-II will produce similar results with no control or control at the last generation. The effect observed with MOMA is related to its auxiliary archive strategy, which keeps a solution archive of max S l = 5 solutions for each possible cardinality value, and partially removes the over-fit with the control at the last generation. The exception observed with NSGA-II is not relevant, as the global control strategy is better. The results indicate that the global control strategy is better for both the IFE and EoC problems, as the impact of over-fit on solutions is not known a priori. Optimization algorithms are compared based on the results obtained with the global control strategy. MOMA outperforms NSGA-II with both classifiers to optimize IFE (solutions SI PD and SI MLP ), selecting the zoning representation with 15 active zones. MOMA has no error rate dispersion with either classifier, whereas NSGA-II may produce suboptimal solutions. This result is no surprise, as MOMA was designed for the IFE problem. Another motivation for choosing MOMA at the IFE level is to create a more diverse feature vector set RS IFE . In the 30 experimental replications, the RS IFE cardinality is |RS IFE | = 82 when max S l = 5 with MOMA, while with NSGA-II the cardinality is only |RS IFE | = 10. MOMA also offers higher lateral diversity due to the decision frontier, and its RS IFE set comprises individuals with up to 36 active zones, while the RS IFE produced by NSGA-II contains individuals with at most 15 active zones. Classifier diversity is a key issue in optimizing EoCs, and this is reflected in the results in Tables 2 and 3 , where the ensembles SE PD and SE MLP optimized by NSGA-II are worse than the ensembles SE PD and SE MLP optimized by NSGA-II with MOMA's feature vector set RS IFE .
Comparing the EoCs optimized with the global control and using MOMA's feature vector set RS IFE , there is no significant difference between MOMA and NSGA-II. Mean error rates in Tables 2 and 3 are comparable, as is the error rate dispersion in Figs. 3 and 6 . NSGA-II is less computational-intensive than MOMA, however, and thus it is preferable to use NSGA-II to optimize EoCs with the feature vector set RS IFE obtained by MOMA. The conclusions discussed for both IFE and the EoC were verified with a nonparametric multiple comparison procedure, which is discussed in the appendix.
Mean error rates in Tables 2 and 3 The next experiment reduces the single MLP classifier SI MLP complexity through feature subset selection. The goal is to reduce feature complexity, while keeping the accuracy comparable to that of the original SI MLP . Table 4 details the solutions obtained in the FSS optimization experiment with the use of all control strategies. In this table, C is the control strategy used (N for no control, LG for control at the last generation and G for global control), Z is the number of active zones, |S| the feature cardinality (feature number) and e a and e b the error rates in the test a and test b data sets. The table also includes the baseline reference and the original SI MLP representation optimized by IFE for comparison purposes.
Feature subset selection results also confirm the need for global control in classification systems optimization. Solutions selected with global control are more accurate than those selected with other strategies. Reducing complexity also improved accuracy on test b , which is higher in comparison with that of SI MLP . This improvement is associated with the higher generalization power of smaller feature sets. NSGA-II also reduced the SI cardinality from 330 features to 318 features in SF, a reduction of 3.64%. It can be said that IFE optimizes features with a low number of correlated features, and thus FSS is not capable of removing a higher number of features, as these are required for classification.
On all optimization problems, it was observed that MOMA explored a higher number of unique solutions, as it optimizes the complete decision frontier and uses a local search approach to explore solutions. This approach allowed MOMA to find a better RS IFE set for the IFE problem. The drawback is that MOMA uses more processing time, and NSGA-II offers a better compromise between solution quality and processing time for the EoC and FSS problems.
Conclusions
This research has demonstrated that, similar to learning algorithms, methodologies to optimize classification systems using a wrapped classifier are prone to solution over-fit. Control strategies to overcome this challenge have been discussed and tested. It was observed in some problems that the global control is not significantly better than control at the last generation. However, since the impact of over-fit on solutions obtained is unknown a priori, it is better to use global control as it guarantees solution quality once the optimization process has been completed in all situations.
Experimental tests were also used to evaluate the methodologies for optimizing classification systems with both the PD and MLP classifiers. IFE solutions outperformed the traditional human expert approach and produced a set of diverse classifiers, which can be aggregated into an EoC for higher accuracy than a single classifier. IFE also prototypes solutions using a computationally efficient wrapper classifier, which reduces processing time and turns IFE into a feasible approach for genetic optimization.
It was also demonstrated that MOMA outperforms NSGA-II for the IFE problem. This effect is associated with the exploratory mechanism in MOMA and its archiving strategy. The drawback is that MOMA requires more processing power to complete the optimization process. The EoC problem results indicate no significant advantage in accuracy for either algorithm, and thus we conclude that NSGA-II is the most appropriate optimization algorithm for EoC optimization, as it requires less processing time. As for the FSS approach, results for both algorithms are comparable in accuracy, and considering the limited experimental data we observed that NSGA-II is most adequate in terms of required processing power. A more significant statistical analysis is necessary, however, the required processing time currently makes this analysis not feasible.
To compare solutions obtained, a nonparametric multiple comparison procedure with Dunn-Sidak correction is performed. The null hypothesis, in this context, states that there is no significant statistical difference between the mean error rates of samples obtained from different experiments. The alternative hypothesis is that mean error rates are different. The null hypothesis is verified with a confidence level of 95% (α = 0.05). The first goal is to determine which is the best over-fit control strategy. Next, results obtained are compared with both optimization algorithms. error rates). Overlaping line segments indicate comparable mean values, whereas nonoverlapping line segments indicate significantly different results. Figure 8 compares results obtained with MOMA using the PD classifier. Results obtained with global over-fit control and control at the last generation are comparable, owing to the order preserving archive used by MOMA. Results with the NSGA-II in Fig. 9 demonstrate that global control performs better. These results indicate that global control is the best choice when the over-fit impact on the optimization algorithm is unknown. Thus, the final comparison in Fig. 10 uses the global control to compare solutions optimized for the PD classifier. Both MOMA and NSGA-II are comparable to optimize the IFE for a single classifier system, however, if an EoC approach is targeted, MOMA produces a better RS IFE set to create classifiers for EoC selection. The NSGA-II requires less processing power to optimize EoCs, then it is clear that it should be used in place of MOMA. Figures 11 and 12 confirm with the MLP classifier that global control is better, since the over-fit impact is unknown a priori. Comparing the solutions obtained with this control strategy in Fig. 13 provides conclusions similar to those with the PD classifier. Again, both MOMA and NSGA-II are comparable to optimize the IFE for a single classifier system. When an EoC based system is targeted, MOMA provides a better solution set RS IFE . Considering the required processing power, NSGA-II is better to optimize EoCs. These tests draws three conclusions: (1) the impact of over-fit is not known a priori, thus global control is the best approach; (2) MOMA is the best algorithm to optimize the IFE to provide a diverse RS IFE result set; and (3) the NSGA-II should be used to optimize EoC from RS IFE optimized by MOMA for its lower processing time.
